GROUT
Grout,because it is a part of the finish comes in for its fair share of complaints. If however, the user is aware
of what its capabilities are,complaints should be kept to a minimum.
WHAT CAN I TELL MY CUSTOMER ABOUT GROUT
There are three basic types: Plus Superior Grout
1.

DRYWALL: Grout with fine fillers for fine joints, it is compressible, which means it will squash up
when movement occurs in tiling. It is therefore comparatively soft and if it is to be used on floors the
addition of Grout Add is advisable. It is best for walls but can be used for wall and floor.

2.

SANDED: Coarser fillers for bigger joints is harder than Drywall but could scratch delicate glazes. Will
work without Grout Add but is better with. Best for floors but can be used for Wall or Floor.

3.

HEAVY SANDED: Coarse fillers for really big joints. (Slate,Quarry Tile etc.) Only for floors.

All grout has to be cured properly to get the best results. You will never hear a complaint about Morgan's
grout being different colours as happens regularly with opposition brands. All Morgan grout is colour fast,
mildew and mould resistant but Superior Grout kills bacteria stone dead it contains "Cliniclean" a no
nonsense bactericide.
There are ancillary products to help grout.
GROUT ADD: Makes the grout harder and more waterproof and is able to withstand shock and vibration
better. It enhances the colour, is easier to clean and adheres to tile sides better. It is however, harder to
work with and the tiler may charge extra to use it. It is not always suitable for tiles with rough unglazed
surfaces or stone and slate.
GROUT SEAL: Will make grout that hasn't been cured properly harder and easier to clean.
Morgan Architectural Superior Grout has everything - It is a Wall and Floor grout that is easy to keep clean.
Completely bacteria free. There is no need to use any additive with Flexigrout it's got the lot and surpasses
the best made in Australia although it is harder for the Tiler to use.
All grout is made to a scientific formula perfected in out own laboratory and manufactured under our strict
Quality guidelines. It is IMPOSSIBLE for Morgan grout to be made with any defect except of course colour,
this can vary slightly from batch to batch, the same as any colour manufacturing process.
All Morgan grout leaves our factory 100% correct and if problems occur they are caused on site.
Information on grouts correct use is available from Morgan's (Ph 9272 4666) and in Australian Standard
3958. Information on the bag and work in a tradesmanlike manner ensures a perfect finish.
IMPORTANT: SELECT ONLY REGISTERED TILERS FROM THE ASSOCIATION.

Should you require any further information,
please contact our Technical Team on 08 9441 6677 (Response within 24hours)
Geoff Hoddy 0417 144 860 or Bevan Morgan 0422 946 599
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